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Hi, New to the forum but having some issues with Kodi 15 1 on my 2014 Mac Mini Im unable to decipher this error message -
does anyone have any ideas Thank you.

After a team vote and da-anda (our artwork guru) actually visited Middle Earth we chose to go for Isengard.. These changes are
minimal and shouldnt cause any major problems in usability Overall you should be able to enjoy this alpha build without any
problems in this area.
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With the introduction of Android 5 0 platform and Android TV it was felt this was the time to release us from these
workarounds of older Android versions.. Kodi 15 1 Trial And ErrorAs our main iOSOSX developer had stated, to keep
supporting this device would cost a lot of effort, trial and error and it was getting outdated for what we demanded of the device..
Check the Android version you have installed on your device Please contact your device reseller for further support regarding
firmware problems.. The release of 15 0 will mean that your Android device will need at least have Android 4.. The best media
center in the world We promised that we would stick true to our goal of improving it as media center and we will.

kodie shane

All the code changes have happened under the hood and you should notice little to nothing of the hard work that has been done.

kodiak pancakes

0 Isengard builds If you use these builds, we encourage you to report problems with these builds on our forum first and after
that, if asked, submit bugs on Trac (following this guide: How to submit a bug report ).. 2 Jelly Bean MR1 Since the Android
platform wasnt as mature at the time we added it to our platform list, we had to incorporate certain workarounds to keep
functioning.. Do note that we need detailed information so we can investigate the issue Kodi 15.. Since our 12 x Frodo release
there have been some gradual changes but in general all add-ons, even from that time should still work, of course there are some
exceptions.. Though in PVR there are certain changes that might be noticeable and need specific skin changes.. We feel your
pain however this is the only way we could keep evolving towards stability, code clean-up and future features. e10c415e6f 
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